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Summary of the paper – Objectives

• Did the two LTROs have an effect on the supply of credit to French firms?

• Address two identification issues:

– Disentangle credit supply and credit demand → firm fixed effects
– Endogenous in–take of LTRO funding by banks → bank balance sheets

• Understand the transmission channels:

– To which type of firms?
– Through which type of banks?

• Effort to quantify aggregate effects
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Summary of the paper – Results

• LTROs had a positive impact on the supply of credit:

– To large firms, and to firms with many banks
– Through capital–rich banks

• The first LTRO (December 2011) had a bigger impact than the second LTRO
(March 2012)

• Overall, the net effect on firms was positive:

– Firms did not substitute credit across banks
– Back–of–the–envelop calculations suggest that every EUR–billion of funding

resulted in a EUR107 million increase in loans to NFCs
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Comment 1: Better understand the transmission channels of
the LTROs

• Since October 2008, the Eurosystem has been implementing a FRFA policy:
banks have their bids fully satisfied and can roll over “unlimited” funding

• Not so obvious why LTROs would have had an effect above and beyond the
FRFA MROs: What is the specificity of LTROs?

• LTROs improve the “quality” of funding over FRFA MROs:

– Safer funding: less uncertainty as to rolling over Eurosystem funding
– Cheaper funding: interests paid out at the end and not compounded
– LTROs helps bank comply with new liquidity regulation (?)
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Comment 2: Specification

• Main specification in the paper focuses on the intensive margin only (i.e. on
the degree of loan roll–over):

log (Lf,g,2012)− log (Lf,g,2011) = αf + β
LTROg

Assetsg,2011
+ γBSg,2011 + εf,g

• Why not look at both intensive and extensive margins?

Lf,g,2012 − Lf,g,2011

Lg,2011
= αf + β

LTROg

Assetsg,2011
+ γBSg,2011 + εf,g

Lf,g,2012 − Lf,g,2011

Assetsg,2011
= αf + β

LTROg

Assetsg,2011
+ γBSg,2011 + εf,g
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Comment 2: Specification

• Why not look at LTROg +MROg?

Lf,g,2012 − Lf,g,2011

Assetsg,2011
= αf + β

LTROg +MROg,after

Assetsg,2011
+ γBSg,2011 + εf,g

• Funding quality versus funding quantity

Lf,g,2012−Lf,g,2011

Assetsg,2011
= αf + βM

MROg,before −MROg,after

Assetsg,2011︸ ︷︷ ︸
MRO replaced by LTRO (quality effect)

+

βL
LTROg+MROg,after

Assetsg,2011
+ γBSg,2011 + εf,g
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Comment 3: Some results are hard to explain

• The first LTRO had a positive effect but not the second one. Is it really a
“stigma” effect?

• LTRO–banks gave more credit to large firms that have short relationships with
many banks. Could it reflect an increase in syndicated loans?

• LTRO–banks gave more credit but reduced credit lines

– It looks like the banks with the most credit line exposures in Sept 2011 went
to the LTRO in anticipation of those credit lines being drawn
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Comment 4: Endogeneity of LTRO in–takes
TABLE 7. Impact of the 3-year LTROs on bank lending to firms

Total LTROs Round 1 Round 2
Multibank firms All firms Multibank firms

Total Credit Drawn Credit Total Credit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Bank LTRO 0·18 0·01 0·62∗∗∗ 0·94∗∗∗ 0·62 0·33∗∗ 0·24
(0·36) (0·47) (0·21) (0·30) (0·37) (0·13) (0·24)

Bank Size 0·10 0·09 0·10 0·67 1·01
(0·78) (0·81) (1·39) (0·81) (0·76)

Bank Liquid Assets −0·13∗∗∗ −0·18∗∗∗ −0·13∗ −0·13∗∗∗ −0·14∗∗∗

(0·04) (0·04) (0·07) (0·04) (0·04)
Bank Capital 0·17∗∗∗ 0·14∗ 0·17 0·23∗∗∗ 0·24∗∗∗

(0·06) (0·07) (0·11) (0·07) (0·06)
Bank Interbank Lia-
bilities

0·22∗∗∗ 0·30∗∗∗ 0·22∗∗ 0·16∗∗ 0·23∗∗∗

(0·05) (0·06) (0·09) (0·07) (0·07)
Bank ECB Depen-
dence

−0·20∗∗ −0·26∗∗ −0·20 −0·19 −0·09

(0·09) (0·10) (0·15) (0·11) (0·09)
Bank Bond Rollover −0·09 −0·24 −0·09 0·03 0·12

(0·14) (0·17) (0·25) (0·15) (0·17)
ECB MRO User 7·29∗∗ 7·64∗∗ 7·29 5·95 4·51

(3·32) (3·04) (5·88) (3·66) (3·54)
Foreign Bank −2·53 −3·12 −2·53 −1·57 0·34

(2·45) (2·54) (4·33) (2·58) (2·44)
Public Bank −10·47∗∗∗ −15·80∗∗∗ −10·47∗∗ −6·13∗∗ −6·77∗∗

(2·53) (2·89) (4·48) (2·21) (2·56)

Firm fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

N 448,226 448,226 448,226 435,637 1,407,561 448,226 448,226
Adj. R2 0·09 0·09 0·16 −0·28 0·09 0·09

Note. This table presents the results of OLS regressions, where the dependent variable is the change in the (log) level of credit
volume for each selected firm-bank pair over the period from September 2011 to September 2012 (in percent). Credit is defined
as total commited credit (drawn and undrawn) in all columns, excepted column (4) where it is defined as drawn credit only. The
sample is restricted in all regressions to firms that have at least two banking relationships, except in column (5) which provides
with results on all firms for robustness. Bank LTRO measures the ratio of total amounts borrowed at the two 3-year LTROs
by the lending bank, divided by this bank’s total assets (in percent). In columns (6) and (7), Bank LTRO refers to amounts
borrowed at the first and second LTRO rounds respectively. Bank controls are consolidated balance sheet variables and ratios
(as of June 2011) and dummy variables for participation in standard refinancing operations, state-owned institutions and foreign
subsidiaries, as defined in Table 1 above. Standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the bank level. The symbols *, ** and
*** denote significant coefficients at the 10, 5 and 1 percent levels respectively.
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Comment 4: Endogeneity of LTRO in–takes

• Instrument LTROg

• Rule out reverse causality by checking that LTRO in–takes are independent of
banks’ ex ante loan portfolio characteristics, e.g.:

– Banks’ ex ante exposures to credit lines
– Banks’ ex ante loan portfolio quality (e.g. borrower size, profitability, rating)
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Comment 5: Aggregate effects

• The estimations and back–of–the–envelop calculations are based on a particular
sub–sample of (relatively large?) firms: those with bank loans in both 2011
and 2012

– Small firms may be missing and the effects are hardly significant for small
firms

– Large firms are also the most likely to have direct access to markets and
there may be a substitution between bank financing and bonds
⇒ The effects may be over–estimated
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Conclusion

• Difficult task

• Some more robustness checks needed

• Very nice paper
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